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In recent years, a new generation of river-related developmental projects have
received strong push from central and state governments. After dubious
claims of success in riverfront development projects on Sabarmati river, the
policymakers are now ready with recommendations for urban river
management and rejuvenation of urban stretches of rivers across India
including Ganga, Brahmaputra, Yamuna, Narmada, Cauvery, Godavari and even
smaller rivers such as Mithi, Kanh, Mandovi. The major rationale being given in
support of riverfront development projects is to beautify and rejuvenate the
rivers. 

Patna Riverfront development is one such attempt to "beautify' ' the Ganga.
This project affirms the view that development of riverfronts is meant for
appropriation of common spaces for rather exclusionary spaces of recreation
and enjoyment, while there are also very high environmental and social costs
associated. It is poised to cause severe harm to the local ecology and bring
changes in the regional hydrological cycles and thus ultimately affecting
communities dependent on various riverine and common resources.

This report is based on exploratory field visits conducted in Patna in January
2021 as part of our ongoing research on urban riverfront development in Patna
and other parts of India. The aim of the ongoing study is to understand the
social and environmental impact of the riverfront development and other large
infrastructure projects which have been planned on the banks of the river
Ganga in and around Patna.

We hope that this publication will bring attention to the seriousness of risks
posed by riverfront development and other mega infrastructure projects on
rivers across India. To that end, we are also planning to bring a Hindi version
of this report. We hope that the knowledge collected in this report will help
bring more attention to the Patna riverfront and contribute to the larger
discourse on how such projects may end up aggravating resource grab,
commercialization, and privatization of shared resources.
 
Archana and Rajendra Ravi
People’s Resource Centre
April 4, 2021

Preface



“For the longest time, Ganga has been the subject of several failed attempts of
rejuvenation. Finally, Ganga in Patna is ready for a much-awaited makeover
that only Sabarmati has experienced till now. Therefore, the people of Patna
can take a sigh of relief as the government has taken up the responsibility to
enhance its beauty and multi-functionality. So, one can now go, sit on
sandstone covered ghats and have a beautiful view of Ganga, but from a
kilometer away, if it happens to be visible. Another striking feature of the
riverfront that highlights its multi-functionality is that, apart from a river, one
can also see the vast concrete structure of Ganga Pathway Project right in
front of the ghats, blocking the view of river Ganga. What further amplifies the
"beautification" is the presence of a huge drain that passes through the city
and falls right in front of the ghats alongside large heaps of scrap piled up
under the promenades. This picturesque view has indeed redefined the beauty
of Ganga like never before”

                                                 (An excerpt from author’s field notes)
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The concept of the riverfront is not a new one. Rivers have been the centre of
civilizations for as long as humans first started settling and fronts were
constructed on rivers for their functional utilities of trade and commerce.
Today, the idea of the riverfront is repackaged, with 'Recreation' and
'Beautification' as the primary aim. This particular idea of riverfront in India
falls in line with Sabarmati riverfront in Ahmedabad which has already been
under scrutiny for its claims of environmental improvement, social upliftment
and Sustainable Development. However, the government has continued to give
unconditional approval to such projects on several rivers, especially on Ganga.
The recent 'Urban River Management Plan' (URMP) developed by the National
Mission for Clean Ganga (NMCG) also focuses on riverfront development and
other infrastructural interventions on Ganga. 

Patna is one of the most densely populated cities along Ganga. Here,
riverfront development is underway in three phases, with the first phase being
already complete. Seeing the condition of Ganga in that stretch and the
lessons learnt from Sabarmati riverfront, a concern arises, whether such
projects truly "beautify" the river? Is there even a need to beautify a river?
Should it not be left at its natural state? In an initial attempt to understand
this, People's Resource Centre's (PRC) team made an exploratory visit to Patna
city within the proposed stretch of riverfront. The idea was to explore
riverfront projects, not in isolation but with other major projects such as the
Ganga Pathway Project, Inland waterway terminal, flyovers and bridges, all
proposed along the same stretch. These projects are ambitious and would
determine the fate of Ganga.

Through this visit to Patna in January 2021, PRC found that the new paradigm
of 'Development, Covered in Concrete' is choking the Ganga. Over time,
constant attempts have been made to tame the river by cementing its banks,
building promenades, cultural centres, city-level parks on the fragile floodplain
of the river, and reducing it to a mere visually pleasing commercial space. 

Introduction
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 Simultaneously, huge permanent structures, particularly Ganga Pathway
project, is erected on the river. Therefore, what one experiences from the
riverfront is not a beautiful view of the river under the open sky but a massive
concrete structure blocking the river view, which makes us question the claim
of 'beautification' of the river. Moreover, Ganga and its floodplains along with
having an aesthetic value, support several marginal communities and their
economic activities, primarily agriculture, ferrying and brick making, which
serves as a sole source of living for the local population. These proposed
projects are proceeding at the cost of these people and their livelihood.

The current idea of riverfront development in India was popularized with the
commencement of riverfront on Sabarmati in the late 1990s, however, ghats
existed long since. Digha ghat and Gandhi ghat are few of the many
historically prominent ghats in Patna, only that concrete structures did not
necessarily demarcate them. Moreover, the ghats were well connected to the
city in a unique way; for instance, from Ashok Rajpath, which runs parallel to
Ganga, several streets provided connectivity to the ghats. These roads
continue to act as gateways to Ganga. The local communities residing in and
around the ghats shared a close relationship with these ghats, ensuring its
maintenance and upkeep. Perhaps, these traditional ways of existence of
ghats do not align with the ‘modern’ idea of riverfront projects. However, it is
essential to remember that this concept of riverfronts might seem absolutely
flawless in theory, considering the benefits it claims to provide to the common
people, but the politics behind it is something that needs to be talked about.

Riverfront  without  a  r iver
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The riverfront development project on Ganga is proposed between Collectorate
ghat to Deedarganj in Patna, out of which it has been fully developed from
Collectorate Ghat till Gaighat. However, over the last decade, Ganga has
shifted away from the city from collectorate ghat to further east to Krishna
ghat. From Collectorate ghat to T.N. Banerjee ghat, several ghats face a dry
stretch of land with no trace of the river anywhere nearby. The river has
already shifted 1-2 km northwards from the ghats in this stretch. 
Bluntly put, the riverfront project has failed Ganga. It has further deteriorated
the already dismal condition of the river by constructing ecologically misfit
structures within the floodplains. Moreover, the ghats are poorly maintained
with bushes growing all over and laden with dust from Ganga Pathway
Project's construction work. 
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There existed no fronts on these ghats until a few years back, but the river
Ganga did; now, it is the other way round. Some local people believe that the
river would come back to these ghats someday. At the same time, others
consider that Ganga is upset and has left these ghats forever due to
unchecked and unsought infrastructural interventions. A resident, Ramji
Mahto, recalls that "Water was there at Collectorate ghat about a decade ago
while ships used to halt at Mahendru ghat. Ganga left these ghats because of
the construction of JP bridge at Digha. Moreover, to facilitate the bridge's
construction process, the southern bank's riverbed was piled with sand to
provide a stable base for the pillars. 

Also, in place of Ganga, a drain of stinking stagnant sewage water awaits the
people right in front of the ghats for them to take the 'holy dip' for which these
ghats were once famous. The drain itself is a remnant of failed attempt to
bring back Ganga to these ghats. The promenades which were supposed to
provide an uninterrupted path between ghats are used by locals to sun-dry
their laundry. The backside of these promenades has provided ideal sites to
dump scraps and other discarded waste material. 
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Heaps of scrap piled along the promenades.
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However, now the river is slowly eroding the south bank, and would hopefully
come back to the ghat in 3-4 years." The river, which is now about a kilometre
or two away, shows signs of cutting at the southern bank. Nevertheless, the
question remains whether it would come back to the ghats or not because,
unlike the JP bridge, construction of Ganga Pathway Project in the form of the
elevated road at Digha built on fully concretized embankment might not allow
the river to cut further to the south.  Mr Ishtiyak Khan, who works with the
renowned NGO, Greenpeace explains, "Ganga would not stay in Patna anymore;
within 10 to 15 years, it would completely shift northwards from Patna. It has
already shifted northwards in half of the city, and will soon shift in the other
half too if projects like riverfront development and Ganga Pathway Project
continue. Therefore, there would be no Ganga in Patna, and only fronts would
remain in the coming future." He also pointed out that the current projects
stand against the 'Jal-Jeevan-Hariyali' project that focuses on protecting water
resources in Bihar. 
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A drain from the city meeting small channel of Ganga near Anta ghat.
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A longtime activist, Mr Ranjeev, who has worked extensively on issues of
rivers, had a similar concern. He explained, "Ganga might not come back to
Patna ever. Even after spending 70-80 crores to bring it back, the effort
completely failed and what ended up instead, was nothing more than a drain."
According to him, the idea of fronts makes no sense if the river has shifted
away. The river is about 1-2 kilometres away from the riverfront and in
between lies the Ganga Pathway Project. He added "What is more shocking is
the fact that no strong movement has developed against such projects. Even
existing movement groups which work actively on the issues of the river have
failed to address it." He then pointed out the larger issues that are killing the
river. He said, "Ganga's grandeur is because of its tributaries which feed water
to it, but the water from all its tributaries is overused and what is dumped
back instead is sewage and industrial effluents. Until these issues are solved,
no project can save Ganga."

7

A hefty  pr ice  for  Marine dr ive  

Pillars of Ganga Pathway Project on active floodplains of Ganga.
One of the dream projects of the longtime Chief Minister of Bihar, Nitish
Kumar was to bring the marine drive to Patna. It is finally becoming a reality in
the form of Ganga Pathway Project. This 21.5-kilometre expressway, built with
each taxpayer's money caters mainly to car-owning class travelling between
Digha to Deedarganj. While it claims to provide some with an experience of
travelling alongside the scenic beauty of Ganga, for others, particularly for
those living on the edge, it further marginalizes them. They do not benefit from
the expressway instead lose their land for its constructions without even
receiving any compensation in most cases. The expressway starts at Digha,
where the construction of JP bridge on the river and embankment built for
expressway has led to extreme concretization. 
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The expressway from Digha ghat till Gandhi Sangrahalaya is under
construction at the floodplains of Ganga in the form of an elevated road built
on the embankment. This embankment is layered with thick plastic sheets,
stones, metal wires and other construction material to secure the slopes on
both sides of the road. The floodplains have been turned into a construction
site with continuous excavation, transportation and filling work going on
everywhere. The sand from these floodplains is excavated from one side and
is used to fill the other side's elevated road structure. Dumpers, JCBs,
excavators keep plying construction debris all over, producing much dust
which settles on and damages agricultural fields nearby. The expressway
structure is constructed using precast concrete, which is prepared at
particular sites on the river's bank, where they are transported to their
respective locations via boats. One such Precast Concrete Plant is about a
kilometre away from Anta ghat at the edge of Ganga. 
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Pillars of Ganga Pathway Project on active floodplains of Ganga.
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The entire expressway is categorized into three zones - Digha to Krishna Ghat,
Krishan Ghat to Mahatma Gandhi Setu, and MG Setu to Deedarganj. While first
and third zones are expected to come up on floodplains, the second zone from
Krishna Ghat to Mahatma Gandhi Setu would be on Ganga's edge. Even in
areas where it is built on land, it is still very close to the river, i.e., it comes
under active flood plains which submerge periodically during monsoon.
Therefore, in a way, the expressway is constructed on the river throughout the
stretch. At Gaighat, Gandhi Setu (bridge) runs across Ganga due to which the
expressway from here onwards is diverted slightly to the south bank of the
river to give way to the bridge. For the same reason, some of the existing
structures of IWAI (Gaighat terminal) and local residential buildings have also
been demolished. 

9

Though the ghats are environmentally fragile to undertake any such activity, it
suits the builders' interest because it provides an abundant and cheap supply
of sand that otherwise has very high monetary value. As a result, the entire
landscape has been mined for sand and has resulted in a ravine-like
landscape. 

Pillars of Ganga Pathway Project on active floodplains of Ganga.
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The riverbank generally provides space for carrying out crop cultivation,
animal rearing, and street vending. As the work proceeds further, all these
structures and activities would be scraped off. Where the pillars have to be
Setup inside the river, its edges are piled with sand to carve out more space
for pillars at the cost of the river channel. This is being done by making a
rectangular structure (50x18) metres approx. by creating a frame of wooden
logs which goes nearly 20 ft deep into the river. Also, sand from the river is
pumped into the structure to give it a sturdy base, which is then piled with a
thick layer of soil for further construction. A six-lane bridge, called the 'New
Ganga Bridge' would also join the expressway at Deedarganj, thus connecting
Raghopur Diyara to Patna city. Moreover, the second phase of Ganga Pathway
Project is also announced, which extends to extend the project further from
Deedarganj to Fatuhan.

1 0

Frames of wooden logs to build sturdy base for expressway pillars.
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Rupaspur canal which originates at Koilwar from river Son once served as a
lifeline for Patna city. It facilitated food production in the region and also
served as a means for channel recharge and cargo transport for a very long
time. But, as the city overgrew itself, there was a drastic shift in existing land
use, mostly at the cost of agricultural land, which was replaced by residential
and commercial land use. Slowly, the canal was encroached upon by
construction projects coming along it, particularly by a 12.5 km long AIIMS-
Digha elevated pathway which runs over the canal and finally connects Ganga
Pathway Project and JP Setu. The city's sewage has only added toxins to the
canal, which has polluted surface water. Therefore, what was earlier a canal
has reduced to a drain which seems nowhere safe and sufficient to cater to
the city's water requirements. The sewage accumulation in the canal is so high
that, a Sewage Treatment Plant (STP) was proposed where the canal finally
flows into Ganga at Digha. The plant is currently under construction and is
expected to solve the problem of pollution in Ganga.

A Canal  consumed by E levated Pathway

A bridge to  land grab

As one reaches Digha ghat, what overshadows every other structure is the
grandiose of Loknayak Jayaprakash Narayan bridge, popularly known as JP
Setu, running across the width of Ganga. It is a double-storey road-cum-rail
bridge, connecting Digha ghat in Patna district to Pahleja Ghat in Saran
district. The bridge was constructed with a primary objective of linking north
and south Bihar. What is interesting to note here is the politics behind this
effort to link the two parts of Bihar. According to a recent government
notification, 2385.71 acres of land opposite Digha ghat, from Saran district
would be transferred to Patna district. Much of this transferred land was
acquired primarily by the rich and powerful in Patna over time and is now 
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covered with several hoarding of many proposed infrastructural projects like
private universities, residential complexes and a lot more. Moreover, the
riverfront development project is also proposed for this side of Ganga, thus,
implying that it is the part of a larger plan which is implemented in phases
over time, and the JP Setu is built at Digha to provide a link to what would be
developed as 'Greater Patna' on this side. This would damage Ganga further as
it would be concretized from either side, making the city more prone to
flooding, leaving Diyaras (Riverine island) more directly impacted. 

1 2

JP bridge connecting Patna to ‘Greater Patna’.
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Among the unique features which add to the beauty of river Ganga are its
Diyaras (riverine island). There is a chain of Diyaras along the stretch of
riverfront from Digha to Deedarganj, most of which unlike popular belief is
inhabited by a large population distributed into various village panchayats.
Natkipur, Chhitar Chowk, Manas, Gulariya Tola, Baakarpur, Panapur, Hetanpur,
Nadiyari, Jaitipur, Patlapur, and Dudhiya are some of the many villages
situated here. What is even more interesting about these Diyaras is that
despite being disconnected from the mainland and being mostly nonexistent in
the public eye, they serve as a significant supply chain of daily vegetable, milk
and related supplies for the city. Agriculture, especially animal rearing and
crop cultivation, are the primary source of living for the Diyara population.
People from these Diyaras travel daily on the boats with their vehicles to the
mainland city to sell their products for wholesale or retail. One such village we
visited was Nakta Diyara, located near Digha. 

The unclear  fate  of  Diyaras

Villages on Diyara
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A resident, Sudama Rai, narrated the farmers' plight about land ownership and
taxation. He said "We are bound to pay land revenue tax on our land whether or
not we bring it under cultivation and in case we fail to do so, the land is
declared 'Khasmahal' (which means it becomes the property of the
government). Off late, the government officials are not intentionally furnishing
tax receipts so that the land gets designated as Khasmahal so that the
government could grab it later by default." People also fear that their
ownership of land might shift permanently to the government with the
riverfront development. Apart from this, with any meddling in the river's
hydrology, Diyaras would probably be the first to get affected. However, what
is worth noting right now is that their concerns have failed to find any place in
the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) report which does not even
discuss the impact on Diyaras.

1 4

Animal rearing in Diyaras.
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Along the Ganga's bank near Diyaras, there appears a trail of big-small
Ferryboats that serve as a sole means of physical connectivity for Diyaras with
the outside world. Traditionally, ferryboats were owned locally by the people.
Along with ferrying, boat owners use to carry out fishing and sand mining at a
small scale for some extra income. However, today, sand mining undertaken
by them is declared illegal, arguing that it causes a threat to the fragile
environment of Diyaras. Ironically, some of the biggest sand mining sites for
the riverfront and Ganga Pathway Project are the real threat located on these
Diyaras. One such site can be seen in Deedarganj. Fishing, which was a
thriving business earlier, has proven futile as yield is continuously reducing.

Sinking hopes of  Ferryboats

1 5

Moreover, it might as well be declared illegal shortly in the name of protection
of fish. A boatman at Nakta Diyara said "Our alternative activities have either
been lost or declared illegal by the government. Our everything, i.e., our boats
have also been registered and licensed under Parivahan department, only to
extort money from us." A significant concern is that as the river would be
'beautified', local boats would not look beautiful and safe enough to carry out
recreational activities. Therefore, it is highly likely that these local boats and
boatmen will soon be replaced by fancy cruise boats, of course, to match the
beauty of riverfronts. If this happens, the mobility, livelihood and identity of
these people would be under serious threat. 

Ferryboats: Sole mode of transport for villages on Diyara.
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All along the stretch Patna riverfront, farming is carried out extensively, as
floodplains of Ganga provide ideal grounds for crop cultivation. Fertile soil,
uninterrupted water supply and nearness to market, make farming a suitable
and otherwise low-cost activity. However, all these regional advantages are
quashed by dust from the construction sites, which heavily damages the
crops. A farmer Ramanand Rai, whose agricultural field lies next to Ganga
Pathway Project's construction site near Digha, said, "Dust from the
construction site settles on the crops and disrupts its growth because of
which the market value of the production declines." Another serious problem
faced by people is related to land ownership. Some farmers have ownership of
farmland, while others work on a contractual basis and yet others cultivate on
common land. Therefore, land acquisition becomes a big issue. 

The EIA report for riverfront has rejected this issue altogether, claiming no
private land has been acquired for the riverfront project. At the same time, the
official records claim that land acquisition issues have already been resolved.
What is important to note here is how facts are tampered with to suit the
official claims. Rai added "None of the farmers in his region, whose land was
acquired for expressway ever received any compensation. Another 13-acre
land has been acquired recently by the government to build a water treatment
plant. Moreover, the government is deliberately not collecting taxes on our
land to paint us as defaulters so that our land automatically goes to the
government as Khasmahal." The government is trying to establish a tale that
no private land exists; hence no compensation is required.

Another farmer, Jaddu Mahto, explained that "This is not the first time that our
lands have been acquired without giving any compensation. We have seen
many such incidences in the past. We have till now spent around rupees 8 lakh
in fighting a similar case in the high court. Even then, no farmer received a
single penny, as the case was later dismissed in the high court." 

Future of  farms and farmers  on
f loodplains

1 6
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Because of such acts of government and its institutions, farmers now feel
betrayed and skeptical of the government's development projects. They fear
that such projects result from a hidden nexus between the government and
corporates where both benefit from building and rebuilding projects at the
cost of ordinary people and the environment. Therefore, it seems that the
government that is supposed to protect the people has started to harass them
through such projects by hijacking their sole source of livelihood, i.e. their
land without giving the bare minimum compensation.

1 7

Agricultural farm near Digha.
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In and around Deedarganj, there are vast fields of brick kilns. Sandy soil from
floodplains, water supply to make the mixture, easy contracts, and most
importantly, high demand due to hike in the infrastructural development
facilitate the brick-making industry at the site. In conversation with a worker at
a brick kiln named 'Minar' at Deedarganj, he described how these brick kilns
are a primary employment source for people belonging to the nearby region,
especially Nalanda, Bihar Sharif and Nanaura. Working here, they earn a decent
income to sustain their families. He said "We get Rs 560 per 1000 bricks which
is roughly the number of bricks we can prepare in a day. For every 1000 bricks
that we prepare, our contractors get Rs 60 as a commission from the kiln
owner. Each contractor brings 40 to 50 labourers per day for which they
receive Rs. 2400 to 3000 daily as commission. Therefore, it is a win-win
situation for every one of us." He also mentioned that the work here is
relatively easy as the machine prepares the material; all they have to do is
make bricks using moulds. 

Fading Brick  ki lns

On being asked if the brick kilns dump anything in the river, the worker replied,
"There is value of everything here. Whether deformed, broken or even turned
into the finest pieces, each brick makes money for the owner. 

1 8

Massive fields of brick kilns at Deedarganj
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So, nothing is 'waste' here; therefore, there is no point of dumping anything in
the river." However, air pollution and loss of fertile floodplain soil are
undoubtedly some of issues associated with brick kilns, but the claims made
that the brick kilns dump waste inside the river did not seem to hold. At
Deedarganj, a government-owned sand mining station is located at one of the
Diyaras. The worker said that the sand extracted from this station is used at
nearby construction sites and for sale in the city. A local who is the owner of
about 54 bigha land in Deedarganj where these brick kilns are located, said
"The government will take over the entire stretch of land for the expressway
and New Ganga Bridge, which will cause huge loss to us. Though the
government has promised to pay a reasonable price for our land, we will lose
our permanent source of income in case of closure of brick kiln business."

Massive  f ie lds  of  br ick  k i lns  at  Deedarganj .

A long-forgotten case of  Patna ghat
 A recent trend seen in politics is building new structures to set a political
agenda and keep forgetting the old ones. Patna ghat fell prey to such a
politics. The government abandoned the ghats that were well equipped with
provisions for storage, handling, and cargo transportation with railways tracks
in place. Its potential could be understood by the fact that it was renovated
and revived in 2017 by allocating a particular budget on the occasion of 350th
Jayanti of Guru Gobind Singh Ji to facilitate people's movement and goods but
was discontinued later when the event was over. Earlier, it was situated on the
river bank, but with the shifting of the river's course and further construction
in between, it is nowhere close to the river now. With this, its importance and
people's memory of ghat, both have faded away. The ghat was of great
importance when inland transport was an essential medium for the movement
of cargo. Now, with the attempt to revive the waterway, multimodal terminals
are being developed. Patna ghat can be restored with a few efforts as one of
the important multimodal terminals with a railway line, road connectivity and
storage, and a lot more already being in place.

1 9
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Waterway without  Water
Traditionally in India, inland waterways were a dominant means of
transportation when roads, rails, pipelines did not exist. As other means of
transport developed, the idea of further developing inland waterways went into
a cold stock. Since other mediums are close to reaching their saturation point
now, the Indian government has turned to revive inland waterways in India.
National Waterway I is the foremost of such projects on Ganga which runs
between Haldia to Prayagraj. One of the Inland Waterway Terminal (IWT) on
this waterway is at Gaighat in Patna, which is vital for cargo transportation.
Parallel to this terminal is Ganga Pathway Project, the pillars of which are
erected on the river-bed. Indian rivers are already suffering from high siltation
on which transport is hardly possible without capital and maintenance
dredging. With pillars coming up, not only more sand would deposit near it,
hampering the river's flow, but also channel width might shrink over time.
Moreover, huge investments made to make inland waterways successful would
go in vain.
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Inland Waterway Terminal at Gaighat.



E x p l o r i n g  P a t n a  R i v e r f r o n t

Conclusion
Riverfront development and other related projects in Patna show a particular
pattern. It starts with a fictitious idea of development, disrupting activities of
local people in the guise of protecting the environment, followed by the
appropriation of shared and private resources, only to pass it to corporates,
who intend to commercialize common resources. Thus, with this pattern of
replacing ghats with riverfronts, ferryboats by cruise boats and common
resources with private ones, Ganga would be reduced to a commodity with a
concrete body, supporting only commercial activities. It would have severe
environmental impacts and worsen the situation of the ones already living on
the edge. People's Resource Centre aims to understand such issues related to
riverfront development through grassroots research. This report is an initial
attempt in this direction. Many other detailed studies are in the pipeline.
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People's Resource Centre aims to build a new
infrastructure of solidarity with the valuable
fragments of learning derived from collective
actions everywhere and the possible
alternatives imagined by all people. The
initiative seeks to explore the possibility of
bringing the resources back into the people's
powerful control, and to understand whether
and how that can eradicate the most
persistent problems such as hunger,
homelessness, ambient pollution and the
social injustices based on caste, gender &
religion. PRC engages with movement groups
and communities in the places with the
ongoing or potential struggle over resources,
and regularly undertakes policy monitoring,
research & documentation, and grassroots
networking to generate resources for
collective resistance & collective action.


